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It is seen that the studies on the budget in our country are
mostly handled in the context of economic and f inancial
relations. The studies on the relationship between sporting
success and budget are almost nonexistent makes this study
important. It isaimed to reveal the effectof annual increases
in budgets allocated to the autonomous and independent
sports federations from the General Directorate of Sports
Services, based on the international medals earned, the
number of athletes and the number of coaches. The data in
this study were obtained from the General Directorate of
Sports Services. The effect of the budget contribution
provided to the federations on the number of international
medals, athletes and coaches and the linear relationship
between thevariableswasanalyzed by using Regression and
Correlation Analysis. It was seen that the correlation
analysis between the budget allocated to the federations
from the General Directorate of Sports Services and the
number of athletic achievements, the number of licensed
athletes, the number of active athletes and the number of
coaches. While the relationship level was not signif icant,
there was a signif icant relationship between the number of
athletic achievement and the number of licensed athletes,
the number of active athletes and the number of coaches.
Besides, it has been determined that the numberof licensed
and active athletes and coaches affects sporting success, and
the budgetallocated to federations has no statisticallyeffect
on sporting success. Although f inancial possibilities are
effective in corporate success, the specif ic nature of sports
points to the effect of non-budgetary factors in sporting
success.

Abstract

Introduction:
In today's modern world where transmodern approaches
take us to the future. The role of money in the development
of any modern or post modern society emerges as an
undeniable reality. This situation createsan environment in
which the budget is handled in terms of economic and
f inancial relations, and the success in achieving the goals in
the economy is attributed to the accuracy of the budget
estimates. In such an environment, the issue of whether the
budgetplaysarole in theachievements thatcan beachieved
in different issues outside the economy appears as one of
the neglected or incomplete topics. As a result, the
institutional functioning of the budget is a fact that

institutional functioning can affect the effectiveness and
success of the organization in the f ields it operates. In this
context, the study of the effect of the budget on sportive
success makesthisstudy important.

The f irst thing that comes to mind when it comes to
sports success is the medals received in the f ield of sports.
Especially if we think in terms of Turkey, he received a
degree in international championships medal on behalf of
Turkey, and the number is an indicator of what that be in
terms of sporting achievement. However, how much is it
that a country's success in the f ield of sports is attributed
only to the degree and numberof medals it isacontroversial
issue that it is a correct approach. Just as, students' school
success should not be evaluated only according to the
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grades they received, and their psychological and social
statusshould also beconsidered (Türkoglu, 2008); thesame
is true for the success of athletes. Although the success of a
country or athlete in a sports organization is determined by
the number of medals received, it would be a wrong
approach to think thatsuccess is limited only to the number
of medals, regardless of the social, cultural and economic
statusof thecountries (Altun & Koçak, 2015).

It is a fact that the success in the f ield of sports can also
be viewed in terms of the place and prevalence of the sport
in thesociety. It isa mistake tothink that thesocietieswhere
sports have become a lifestyle have failed even in sports,
even if the numberof medals is low. Because of its advanced
as a lifestyle of sports in society today as it was in the world,
Turkey's sports policy is known that the sport is set out as a
prioritygoal of spreading to thecommunity (Aykin & Know,
2013). The budget isa factor in thestudies for the promotion
of sports. The increase in the number of athletes and
coaches as the society turns towards sports as a result of
taking the right steps indicates a society where sports is a
lifestyle as an indicator that sports is becoming widespread.
Considering the increase or decrease in the number of
medals, sports success occurs. In this context; explaining
the relationship between budget, number of athletes and
coaches and sporting success will make the subject more
understandable.

Budget is def ined as all of
the income and expenses that the state, an organization, a
familyorsomeone designs foracertain period of time in the
future ( ). Success is def ined as the
individual's reaching the target by making a planned,
programmed effort with a voluntary desire in a motivated
manner, believing that hecando itwillingly, desiring (Basar,
2001). Based on this def inition, sportive success; knowingly
and willingly, it can be expressed as achieving goals in the
f ield of sports as a result of a planned and programmed
effort.

One of the most important factors for sporting success
at the international level is economic conditions (Jayantha
& Ubayachandra, 2015). With the increase in the budget of
the General Directorate of Sports, the successes in the
international organizations and competitions hosted are
increasing (Erkan, 2014). However, it would not be correct
to say that the increase in the budget always increases the
sportivesuccess. Because, althoughsome federations havea
lower budget, they can be more successful than many
federations with a higher budget in terms of medals (Altun
& Koçak, 2015).

While reviewing the literature, it is possible to come
across studies examining the relationship between
f inancial performance and sportive success. While many of
these studies emphasized that f inancial performance
positively affects sportive success; In some studies, it is
stated that there is no correlation between sportive success

Budget and Sportive Success:
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and f inancial performance and there is no statistically
signif icantrelationshipbetween these twovariables.

Güngör (2014), in the study that covers the 6-year
period between 2007-2012 and examines the relationship
between sports performance and f inancial performance in
football; revealed that there is a parallel between sportive
successand income fromprofessional football activities.

Pereira (2018)'s study on 36 European Clubs between
2010-2017; examined the relationship between f inancial
performance and sports performance in football clubs and
reached the conclusion that more f inancially stable clubs
were moresuccessful in termsof sports.

Rohde & Breuer (2016)'s research on European elite
football; showed that f inancial success is driven by sporting
success in the national and international arena. Barajas
(2005) found a nonlinear relationship between the budget
of Spanish football clubs (expected income) and sports
performance, with a rating of 55.12%. Göllü (2012) studied
the effects of f inancial performance of club companies on
sportive performance in the period 2002-2009. It revealed
that there was no correlation between the f inancial
performances of club companies such as Trabzonspor,
Fenerbahçe, Galatasaray and Besiktas and the sportive
performancesof theclubs.

Sakinc . (2017) examining the relationship between
success in sports and f inancial performance in European
Football; concluded that there was no statistically
signif icant relationship between success and f inancial
performance in sports. The increase in the sports budget,
the number of athletes stated that the increase in the
number of athletes would increase the number of medals,
and that there was a statistical relationship between the
sports budget and the number of athletes and the number
of athletes increases when the sports budget increases, but
the increase in the number of athletes does not affect the
numberof medals. Inaddition, in thisstudy by Elmas (2016).
It was revealed that there was no relationship between the
budgetand the numberof medals.

Countries that invest more in economicsare likely to be
more successful in sports events (Bernard & Busse, 2004).
Saatçioglu (2013) reports that the country's level of
development positively affects the number of medals
earned.

According to the 4th article of the Application and
Accounting and Registration Procedures and Principles of
the Independent Sports Federations Accounting and
Budget Implementation Directive, General Directorate
aids; Itconsistsof the share to be allocated from the General
Directorate budget for the related sports branch and the
Project Grant to be transferred to support the projects to be
prepared by the federations regarding the infrastructure
and education. In the 31st article of the Accounting and
Budget Implementation Directive of Independent Sports
Federations, the contribution of these aids to the
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promotion of our country, whether the federations have an
Olympic branch or not, the activity of the branch of sports
in the previous years, the activities and activities they
carried out, active clubs, athletes, trainers and criteria such
as the number of referees, important national and
international sports organizations in Turkey and abroad,
sponsorship revenues and whether they will be able to
provide sponsors for their projects, their sporting
achievements, the expenses they plan to make in the next
period, their own revenues and the results of inspection,
investigation and investigation reports. It is stated that it is
determined bytaking.

As per Viseu 2000 the sports budget depends on

different variables such as money time presentation type

institutions sports motive demography and participation

in sports The budgets provided to the federations are not
considered suff icient to be successful in sports events

Altun Koçak, 2015). Istanbul Chamber of Certif ied
Public Accountant and "Turkey's Fitness Budget: High Cost
of Victory" according to the report titled; While the cost of a
medal was 4.1 million Turkish Liras in the Olympics held in
1936, the cost of a medal obtained in the 2012 Olympics was
946 million Turkish Liras. In this report; According to
federation budgets, it is stated that there are signif icant
differences between theamountof moneyperactiveathlete.
In addition, the report; 113 TL per year per licensed athlete,
489 TL per year per active athlete. reveals that it fell. All
these data point to money in sports success, that is, the
importanceof budgetsupport.

According to the 4th article of the Application and
Accounting and Registration Procedures and Principles of
the Independent Sports Federations Accounting and
Budget Implementation Directive, General Directorate
aids; It consists of the share to be allocated from the General
Directorate budget for the related sports branch and the
Project Grant to be transferred to support the projects to be
prepared by the federations regarding the infrastructure
and education. In the 31st article of the Accounting and
Budget Implementation Directive of Independent Sports
Federations, thecontributionof theseaids to the promotion
of our country, whether the federations have an Olympic
branch or not, the activity of the branch of sports in the
previous years, the activities and activities they carried out,
active clubs, athletes, trainers and criteria such as the
number of referees, important national and international
sports organizations in Turkey and abroad, sponsorship
revenues and whether they will be able to provide sponsors
for theirprojects, their sporting achievements, the expenses
theyplan to make in the nextperiod, theirown revenuesand
the results of inspection, investigation and investigation
reports. It isstated that it isdetermined bytaking.
As per Viseu 2000 the sports budget depends on different
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variablessuchasmoney time presentationtype institutions
sports motive demography and participation in sports The
budgets provided to the federations are not considered
suff icient to be successful in sports events (Altun & Koçak,
2015). Istanbul Chamber of Certif ied Public Accountant
and "Turkey's Fitness Budget: High Cost of Victory"
according to the report titled; While the cost of a medal was
4.1 million Turkish Liras in the Olympics held in 1936, the
cost of a medal obtained in the 2012 Olympics was 946
million Turkish Liras. In this report; According to
federation budgets, it is stated that there are signif icant
differences between theamountof moneyperactiveathlete.
In addition, the report; 113 TL per year per licensed athlete,
489 TL per year per active athlete. reveals that it fell. All
these data point to money in sports success, that is, the
importanceof budgetsupport.

In Table-1; According to years, scores obtained from
World and European Championships and their average
points can be seen. The average score of the World and
European Championships fortheperiod 2007-18 is 4474.35.

This research is a descriptive and quantitative study
that examines the relationship between the budget
contribution made to the Federations from the General
Directorate of Sports Services and the number of coaches
and athletes insportssuccess.

The data obtained were analyzed in SPSS 21.0 (IBM
Corp., 2012) statistics program. The following problem
sentences related to the study were questioned by
Regression and Correlation analysis. An attempt was taken
to f ind a relationship between the number of coaches and
athletes and the budget contribution provided to
federationswithsportivesuccess?

, , , ,

, .

2007 76.826.000 75984 1262891 209436
2008 75.082.000 88482 1469352 255037
2009 136.202.000 102971 1621349 312668
2010 137.778.000 110705 1764756 267857
2011 106.600.000 135738 1951216 287417
2012 73.716.000 155917 2331159 429507
2013 75.227.000 171870 2817773 566056
2014 102.137.700 192880 3219324 485330
2015 119.000.000 212045 3534312 451420
2016 97.752.000 233070 3841600 468012
2017 84.266.524 251182 4428835 710059
2018 94.700.000 266379 4907955 695698

1. Is there a relationship between the budget contribution
provided to sports federations independent of SHGM and
sportivesuccess?

2. Is there a relationship between the number of licensed
athletesand sportivesuccess?

Studytofind theanswers:

Table 2. SHGM Budget Contribution for 2007-2018 Period,
Number of Coaches, Number of Licensed and Active Athletes

YEARS SHGM Budget Number of Number of Number
Contribution Coaches Licensed of Active

(TL) Athletes Athletes
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3. Is there a relationship between the number of active athletes
and athleticsuccess?

4. Is there a relationship between the number of coaches and
sportivesuccess?

5. Is there a relationship between the budget contribution
provided to sports federations independent of SHGM and the
numberof licensed athletes?

6. Is there a relationship between the budget contribution
provided to sports federations independent of SHGM and the
numberof activeathletes?

7. Is there a relationship between the budget contribution
provided to federations independent of SHGM and the
numberof coaches?

8. Does the budget contribution from SHGM affect sporting
success?

9. Doesthe numberof licensed athletesaffectsporting success?
10. Doesthe numberof activeathletesaffectsportssuccess?
11. Doesthe numberof coachesaffectsporting success?

The period subjected to normality test is a 12-year period
covering the years 2007-18. For this reason, Shapiro-Wilk
test was applied and given in Table-3. The normality test
showsthatthedataare normallydistributed (p> 0.05).

The results of the analysis revealing the relationship
between the scores obtained from the medals received in
the World and European Championships, the number of
coaches, the number of licensed and active athletes and the
budgetcontribution made bySHGM tothe federations; The
results of the analysis on the effect of the budget allocated
from the SHGM to federations, the number of coaches, the
number of active athletes and the number of licensed
athletes on sports success; The results of the analysis on the

2007-2018 Aids from Shgm to Federations .889 12 .114
2007-2018 Number of Licensed Athletes .933 12 .414
2007-2018 Number of Active Athletes .924 12 .321
2007-2018 Number of Coaches .947 12 .600
2007-2018 World and European .958 12 .756

Championship Average Score

Results:

Table 3. Shapiro - Wilk Normality Test Results

Year Parameter Wilk df sig

Ambient Science (2020) Vol.-07(Sp1):p. 46
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Table-1: Medals and Points in World and European Championships between 2007 and 2018

YEARS World Champ. World Champ. World Champ. European Champ European Champ European Champ World & European
Gold medal Silver medal Bronze Medal Gold Medal Silver Medal Bronze Medal Champion. Average
Say s Puan Say s Puan Say s Puan Say s Puan Say s Puan Say s Puan Scorei i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i

2007 34 204 26 104 44 88 49 245 48 144 80 80 144 17
2008 40 240 39 156 82 164 72 360 68 204 117 117 206 83
2009 63 378 51 204 100 200 109 545 110 330 132 132 298 17
2010 44 264 69 276 112 224 100 500 122 366 150 150 296 67
2011 44 264 55 220 117 234 102 510 114 342 189 189 293 17
2012 62 372 82 328 124 248 105 525 153 459 171 171 350 50
2013 69 414 102 408 115 230 140 700 141 423 190 190 394 17
2014 73 438 96 384 138 276 111 555 146 438 194 194 380 83
2015 51 306 63 252 105 210 194 970 195 585 234 234 426 17
2016 106 636 117 468 172 344 185 925 194 582 255 255 535 00
2017 93 558 102 408 174 348 239 1195 261 783 239 239 588 50
2018 94 564 119 476 171 342 204 1020 214 642 317 317 560 17

effect of the budget allocated from the SHGM to the
federations on the number of licensed and active athletes
and the number of coaches are included (see Table-4;
Table-5; Table-6).

As a result of the correlation analysis between the
budget allocated from SHGM for the federations and the
number of licensed athletes, the number of active athletes,
the number of coaches and the sportive success; No
statistically signif icant relationshipwas detected (p> 0.05),
it was concluded that there was a signif icant relationship
between the number of athletic achievements and the
number of licensed athletes, the number of active athletes
and the numberof coaches (p<0.05).

Asaresultof theregressionanalysis; It isconcluded that
there is no statistically signif icant relationship (p> 0.05)
between the budget allocated from SHGM and the World

Pearson Corr. 1 -.103 -.248 -.091 -.009
Sig. (2-tailed) .751 .437 .777 .977
N 12 12 12 12 12

Pearson Corr. -.103 1 .926** .991** .958**
Sig. (2-tailed) .751 .000 .000 .000
N 12 12 12 12 12

Pearson Corr. -.248 .926** 1 .913** .911**
Sig. (2-tailed) .437 .000 .000 .000
N 12 12 12 12 12

Pearson Corr. -.091 .991** .913** 1 .968**
Sig. (2-tailed) .777 .000 .000 .000
N 12 12 12 12 12

Pearson Corr. -.009 .958** .911** .968** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) .977 .000 .000 .000
N 12 12 12 12 12

Table-4: Correlation Between 2007-18 Period World and
European Championship Average Scores. Number of Coaches.
Number of Active Athletes. Number of Licensed Athletes and

Budget allocated from SHGM to Federations

Aid to Federations from 2007-2018 Shgm

Number of Licensed Athletes between 2007-2018

Numbers of Active Athletes 2007-2018

2007-2018 Coaches

2007-2018 World and European Average Points
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detected (p> 0.05).

he increase in the sports budget, the number of athletes,
thats the increase in the number of athletes would increase
the number of medals, and thus there is a statistical
relationship between the sports budget and the number of
athletes, and when the budget increases, the number of
athletes increases, but the increase in the number of
athletes does not affect the number of medals. In addition,
in the study of Elmas (2016), it was revealed that there was
no relationship between the budget and the number of
medals.

No statistically signif icant relationship was found
between the budget contribution made to the federations
by the General Directorate of Sports Services and the
number of coaches and active & licensed athletes. In
addition, it was concluded that the number of coaches and
the number of active and licensed athletes affect the
sportive success. In this study, there is a statistical
relationship between the sports budget and the number of
athletes; Stating that the increase in the number of athletes
does not affect the number of medals, Elmas (2016) didn't
conf irm his work in both aspects. However, this study
supports the study of Elmas (2016), which concludes that
there is no statistical relationship between the budget and
the numberof medals.

Güngör (2014) revealed a parallel between sportive
success and income from professional football activities;
Barajas , (2005) reveal a nonlinear relationship
between the budget of Spanish football clubs and sports
performance which do not support our work in terms of the
relationship between budgetand sports success. As a result,
the f indings we obtained from this study seem to be
partially supported by a small number of similar studies.
This reveals the need for comprehensive studies on the
subject in the future.

This studycovers the period of 2007-2018, when federations
became autonomous. It is recommended that future
studies examine the post-autonomy and pre-autonomy
period comparatively.
In this study, sportive success was evaluated according to
the total number of medals obtained in the World and
European Championships. It is thought that future
federation-based studies, in which each federation is
handled separately, will contribute to the literature in terms
of federations.
This study is independent from the inflation effect. As it is
known, inflation; It isdef ined as thecontinuousdecrease in
the purchasing power of money, which is the unit of value
measurement for goods or services, with the price level
constantly increasing (Çatalok, 2019; Yaldiz, 2018).
Therefore, inflation; it affects income distribution, capital
accumulation, investments, taxes, borrowing, costs,

T

et al.

Discussion:

LimitationsandRecommendations:

and European Point Averages (p> 0.05), which reveals
sportive success. In terms of other independent variables
such as the numberof coaches, active and licensed athletes;
there is a signif icant relationship between these variables
and sportive success (p<0.05). It was concluded that the
number of coaches and the number of active and licensed
athletespositivelyaffected sportssuccess (seeTable-5).

Asaresultof the regressionanalysis; It isconcluded that
there is no statistically signif icant relationship (p> 0.05)
between the budget allocated from SHGM and the World
and European Point Averages (p> 0.05), which reveals
sportive success. In terms of other independent variables
such as the numberof coaches, active and licensed athletes;
there is a signif icant relationship between these variables
and sportive success (p <0.05); It was concluded that the
number of coaches and the number of active and licensed
athletespositivelyaffected sportssuccess (seeTable 5).

Asa resultof the regression analysis between the budget
allocated from the SHGM to federations and the number of
coaches, number of active athletes and number of licensed
athletes; No statistically signif icant relationship was

0009 0000 0001 -009 -030 097

0.968 0.937 147.582 0.968 12.148 0.000

0.911 0.829 48.615 0.911 6.972 0.000

0.958 0.917 110.834 0.958 10.528 0.000

0.248 0.062 0.657 -.248 -.810 0.437

0.103 0.011 0.106 -.103 -.326 0.751

0.091 0.008 0.084 -.091 -.290 0.777

Table 5. Simple Linear Regression Analysis Results Regarding
the Effect of the Budget, Number of Trainers, Number of Active
Athletes and Number of Licensed Athletes allocated from the
SHGM for the 2007 - 2018 Period on the Average Score of the

World and European Championships

R R F t p

Table-6: Simple Linear Regression Analysis Results Regarding the
Effectof Budgetallocated fromSHGM toFederations in 2007-2018
Period and Numberof Activeand Licensed Athletesand Coaches

R R F t p

2

2

?

?

Variables

IndependentVariable: Budgetallo. fromSHGM toFederations
Dependent Variable: World and European Average Points

Independent Variable: Number of Coaches
Dependent Variable: World and European Average Points

Independent Variable: Number of Active Athletes
Dependent Variable: World and European Average Points

Independent Variable: Number of Licensed Athletes
Dependent Variable: World and European Average Points

Variables

Independent Variable: Budget allocated from SHGM to Federation
Dependent Variable: Number of Active Athletes

Independent Variable: Budget allocated from SHGM to Federation
Dependent Variable: Number of Licensed Athletes

Independent Variable: Budget allocated from SHGM to Federation
Dependent Variable: Number of Coaches
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f inancial performance and ultimately economic
development. In this respect, future studies that take into
account the effectof inflation will increase the contribution
tothe literature.
In thisstudy, althoughdocumentssuchasthe balancesheet,
income-expenditure table, and audit committee report
published in the Federation Announcements of the General
Directorate of Sports Services for years have been partially
accessible, it has not been possible to reach all of them. Due
to the def iciencies in these documents, our study was
limited with the relationship between the budget
contribution provided by the General Directorate of Sports
Services to the federations in terms of economic indicators
and sportive success. It is important in terms of
transparency and trust that the federations present their
documents such as their balance sheet, income-expense
table and the report of the supervisory board to open access
foryears. In future studies, it is recommended toexamine in
detail the relationship between federation revenues and the
main elements that make up these revenues and sportive
success.
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